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1. Setting the problem 

 

In this paper I intend to address the conflicts arising in a pluralistic democracy in the cultural 

encounters between the society’s majority and immigrant groups coming from other, alien 

traditions.  Cultural conflicts and clashes have been amply analyzed in the last decades by social 

and political studies. More precisely, within normative political thought, cultural diversity has 

elicited different, actually opposite responses, based on two different worries. On the one side—

more precisely on the side of multicultural theorists, the worry of cultural domination has been 

added to more traditional worries of exclusion, discrimination and marginalization of minority 

groups. On the other side, the worry of the potential or actual incompatibility between alien cultural 

practices and traditions and the basic liberal principles and values has led many scholars to draw 

stricter limits to cultural toleration and to liberal hospitality.  

After the recent developments of the so called Islamic state in the Middle East, and after the 

brutal attack of Charlie Hedbo, and various outbursts of Islamic terrorism in Europe, the issue of 

cultural incompatibility of Islam with liberal democracy has dominated the public discourse, at least  

in the media and public forums, if not precisely in academia. Many liberal and leftist intellectuals 

have raised the question whether excessive tolerance and self-restraint have been shown towards the 

Islamic threat and its zealots. According to this view, the improper equation of Islamic countries 

with post-colonial structural injustice have blinded Western liberals to grasp the specific religious 

dimension of Islamic movements and have made them too ready to compromise the key-values of 

the Enlightenment secular tradition, such as freedom of expression and a clear divide between 

politics and religion. Yet it is not clear to me how a more stern condemnation of Islamic terrorism 

by leftist intellectuasl might contribute to win over terror. 

I do not undervalue the threat of terrorism nor I condone in any way its violence; I was 

shocked and outraged at the massacre in Paris and worried, like everybody else, about what next. 

Yet, it does not seem to me that the demand of a clear stand against terrorism and behind 
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Enlightenment values to liberal intellectuals as well as to non-fundamentalist Muslims will in any 

way contribute to solve either the problem of terrorism or the more mundane problem of the 

integration and just treatment of Muslims living in Europe and in America.  Actually I think that, on 

the contrary, a better integration of cultural, religious and ethnic groups in our democracies will 

somehow help to face the problem. Without reducing the issue of religious fundamentalism to 

social injustice tout-court,  I believe that a fairer treatment of Muslims, both in terms of 

redistribution and of recognition, at least in the European context that is familiar to me, will at least 

reduce the feeling of frustration and powerlessness derived by the systematic disrespect and 

misrecognition implied by the easy identification of potentially all Muslims with terrorism, 

backwardness, and incivility.  

In any case, here I intend to take an almost opposite approach to cultural conflicts, different 

both from the comprehensive liberal one, and also from typical multicultural views.  I mean to take 

a deflationary approach as to the ideological intensity of cultural conflicts, pointing out another less 

inflated and much overlooked dimension of such conflicts.  My deflationary approach does not 

actually imply a minimization of the difficulties of immigrants’ inclusion both in terms of the 

interpretation of the issue and of its solutions, but it implies its relocation outside “the clash of 

civilization” rubric, and within the context of daily social intercourses among citizens and not yet or 

not fully citizens. Hopefully, such relocation will take away the overtone of cultural arrogance, 

divisive disrespect, and misrecognition of structural injustice linked with past colonial rule which 

much has contributed to the alienation of Muslims living in Europe. 

  The cases exemplifying incompatible cultural differences are well known and much 

analyzed and constantly commented: from the headscarves in public place to the combined 

marriage, from female circumcision to women subordination, up to the reference to sharia as the 

law ruling civil relationships; but the list could go on.  I do not want to deny that different practices 

sometimes raise problems to our legal and political settings; I would however contend that the main 

issue of a diverse and multicultural society lies in a basic incompatibility of principles and values 

which cannot be reconciled if liberal democracy is to survive. I resist the widespread image by 

European conservative and xenophobic parties (and not only them) that democracy is under siege 

by barbaric practices of immigrants that, if not checked, will go all the way down to open the gate 

to terrorism.  

I propose as a better way to face these clashes to start not from the issue of value 

incompatibility, hence testing alien practices and habits along a scale of democratic credentials. 

Rather I suggest looking at the more mundane issue of the conflict over social standards. Once this 

conflict is properly analyzed and understood, then we can go back to the most famous cases of 
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incompatibility in less inflated terms and possibly we shall be in a better position to find 

accommodations for the benefit of all participants and of an inclusive polis.  

In this paper, though, I will not tackle with this final aim; I shall rather dig into the issue of 

social standards which I claim to be a primary locus of cultural conflicts, albeit a neglected one. 

More precisely, my argument will proceed as follows: I shall first illustrate what social standards 

are and explain why they are so crucial in social interactions; then I shall connect social standards 

with a specific virtue, civility, which is the normative attitude required for a respectful and tolerant 

social life to take place. In the third place I shall show how social standards are upset by the arrival 

of newcomers with different customs, traditions and social conventions; and how such upsetting 

puts the virtue of civility under stress. This upsetting concerns conventions rather than principled 

rules; and while conventions are necessary at a fundamental level of social life, a new possible 

equilibrium of conventional rules can be established, one that does not threaten the ethical core of 

liberal democracy. Finally I shall explore possible solutions both at the institutional level and, 

importantly, at the level of social interaction.   I shall argue that a readjustment of social standards 

is the condition for the virtue of civility to display its force as social lubricant, but, at the same time, 

a special display of civility in a situation of uncertain social coordination is also conducive to the 

establishment of a new conventional, yet more inclusive equilibrium, allowing for a civil 

coexistence of people that are mainly strangers sharing the same urban environment.  

 

2. Social Standards and Conventional Equilibrium 

 

Social standards are the web of social conventions governing everyday life and basic social 

coordination in street encounters and casual gatherings in public space; they grant the orderly and 

smooth interactions of social agents who are basically strangers to one another, hence need 

information to avoid social frictions and useless clashes.  These conventional rules had been 

originally explored, both in their genesis and in their functioning, by the Scottish Enlightenment 

thinkers, especially by David Hume and Adam Smith, and then rehearsed in the last century by 

Friedrich Hayek (1949, 1953) and after him by all students of cooperation by evolution.  Hayek, 

specifically, explains the possibility of market equilibrium by the existence of prices; prices, to his 

mind, are precisely the signals which allow economic agents to coordinate efficiently and make 

rational plans, without thinking explicitly or aiming at a social equilibrium. What makes prices 

particularly efficient as signals is their unintended origin, their spontaneous emergence out of 

economic interactions elsewhere directed. Their working is the product of the well-known invisible 

hand mechanism economizing on the limits of human cognition and rationality. From the study of 
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the market equilibrium, then, in his social theory, Hayek generalizes the idea of spontaneous rules 

emerging out of repeated social exchanges and interactions as the governing web of rules of just 

conduct producing the spontaneous social order (Hayek 1973, 1981)  

 David Lewis, in his well-known study on Convention (1969), revisits Hume's idea that 

basic social norms are the product of a spontaneous evolution of trials and errors producing social 

coordination, and provides a more rigorous definition of conventions as the selection of one 

coordination equilibrium among possible alternatives. Conventions are thus characterized by two 

apparently contrasting features: a) they solve a coordination problem, hence they are necessary for 

social coordination to take place, and once in place, as Nash equilibria, they tend to be stable and 

self-reinforcing; b) nevertheless they represent only one of several possible alternatives and, in that 

respect, they are arbitrary as to their content. For a coordination equilibrium to be selected as a 

convention R in a community C, i) the population of C should learn to orient their expectations 

according to R; ii) it should become common knowledge that the expectations of each agent are 

guided by R; iii) all agents have an interest to follow R for successful interactions; iv) eventually R 

becomes invested with a normative dimension despite its arbitrariness. 

 Let me illustrate how conventions work with an example: in order to have an orderly social 

interaction, especially in a wide and diverse community where closer relationships are limited 

compared to the encounters with relatively strangers, conventions signaling non-aggressive attitudes 

are badly required; this is usually provided by complex codes of greetings, social propriety, 

precedence rules, plus an intangible bodily area of respect between persons. In the absence of such 

conventions, or if they are not common knowledge, in our daily encounters with strangers we might 

not know whether to expect attack or benign indifference. These codes, crucial to our daily social 

life, are however conventional, insofar as whether greetings implies shaking hands, kissing cheeks 

or just saying “hello!” is irrelevant, as long as people's expectations are similarly oriented and the 

conventions are common knowledge. In this way we can get clear signs of others' good or bad 

intentions toward us, easily and efficiently. Altogether considered, the web of social standards 

furnishes the (imaginary) landscape of that society, outlining a recognizable identity of the public 

space.  

 

3. Civility 

  

Once conventions are in place, people tend to attach them a normative obligation of a sort, and to 

blame agents for infringing them, as well as to approve of rule-abiding citizens: after all we talk of 

good and bad manners. Viewing conventions like moral norms of a sort may provide a 
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psychological reinforcement to social coordination, hence have an instrumental-functional role with 

reference to social order, but it may also have an independent, and more properly moral, value. 

Behavior according to social standards meets other people's expectations and signals one's 

benevolent intentions in face-to face encounters with strangers. Hence it is a display of good will 

and also of respect. Reflecting on these latter features of following social standards, one comes to 

the conclusion that there is a normative value in conventional rule-abiding behavior that is properly 

captured by the virtue of “civility”.  

 Civility is the disposition to avoid frictions with others, by smothering social life (and this 

is the consequentialist side of civility), and also to treat others as they expect to be treated, with the 

appropriate consideration due to other fellow agents (and this makes civility akin to respect). In 

other words, civility is the disposition to act according to social standards with the effect, on the one 

hand, of smoothing social interactions and, on the other, of respecting people's expectations. One 

can be civil out of habit and traditions or, alternatively, out of the specific intention to display 

respect for others.  The outward behavior and social beneficial consequences are the same, but the 

moral value is not. 

 There is actually a considerable discussion within moral and social theory whether civility 

can be considered a proper moral virtue or only a useful attitude (Boyd 2006); and in the former 

case, whether it is a distinct moral virtue or parasitic on other virtues such as tolerance, 

considerateness and respect. Some scholars have actually argued at great length that civility differs 

from similar dispositions in that it relies on established social rules and conventions but derives its 

distinctiveness as a communicative virtue, as the display of attitudes of tolerance, considerateness 

and respect (Calhoun 2000). This latter observation has a point; yet I think that the understanding of 

civility requires that its intrinsic connection with social standards be explored more in depth.  In 

order to be civil, a context of civility, of civil texture is preliminarily required. That is, incidentally, 

the reason why civility, in its very etymology, is an urban attitude, displays itself in the context of a 

common space daily shared with strangers.  And civility is a virtue rather than a mere habit if social 

standards regulating our conduct towards others are followed with the intention to show others one's 

good will in social interactions and one's regard for others as social partners. Moreover, civility is a 

distinctive virtue, not to be conflated with tolerance and considerateness, for the intention of being 

civil can be formed and can prompt behavior only in the background of the web of social standards 

making up the texture of civil society. By contrast one can be tolerant or considerate independently 

of the background web of convention: in this respect, civility is less demanding, but it also typically 

imply a public display, a public signaling of one’s benign intentions which is not a necessary 

condition for tolerance or considerateness. 
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4. The Dark Side of civility 

  

The students of civility also wonder whether it is always a value to be civil or it may be a sign either 

of social conformism aimed at silencing dissonant voices or of social distinction marking off people 

who are not well mannered and well behaved (Mayo 2002). In this respect, civility, the disposition 

to follow social standards out of regards of others, exhibits a dark side becoming an instrument of 

silencing dissent and excluding the “uncivilized”. As a matter of fact, the two sides of civility show 

up clearly if civility's intrinsic link with social standards is properly understood. Social standards 

are conventions for social coordination, and in that respect they are indispensable. Yet constituting 

Nash equilibria, they embody an incentive for conformism, and that is how social standards work to 

maintain a given social order going, instead of encouraging dissenting viewpoints to express 

themselves. Moreover, once a convention is in place in a community, alternative coordination 

equilibria are simply selected out, as uselessly disrupting expectations of others and upsetting the 

possibility of coordination.  Civility, as the disposition to abide by social standards, shares the same 

conformist and exclusive effects which are the counterpart of social stability and of the advantages 

of social coordination.   

 The dark side of civility, and of the underlying social standards, as a rule, becomes visible 

when: a) part of the members of community C acquire a prior interest in shifting power 

relationships in C, hence in modifying the community identity; b) newcomers arrive in C, bringing 

along their different customs and traditions, that is different conventions destabilizing orderly social 

coordination of C.  Let me briefly take up these two cases.   

a) Generally speaking, it must be stressed that social standards plainly mirror the social hierarchy 

and class structure of the reference society which they have helped to establish.  While conventions 

are a requisite for profitable social coordination, they not only are arbitrary as to their actual 

content, but also they do not usually benefit all participants equally. Even though conventions are 

technically Nash equilibria, insofar as all members in C have an incentive not to move out of the 

convention, nevertheless the payoffs for rule following are not equal to all groups. Hume has been 

explicit on this point while examining the conventions governing property: the establishment of a 

system of property rights benefits the society as a whole compared to a situation where no one has a 

definite property title to anything. However, this common good, so to speak, does not trickle down 

equally to all participants. Up to a point it may be in any case rational to stick to conventional rules 

instead of getting into a condition of disorder; yet, after a while, if the social circumstances are of 

limited scarcity, and if the social standards protect the order of a strongly inegalitarian society, 
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where civility symbolizes the status of well-off groups, then the excluded people acquire an 

incentive at destabilizing such unjust social order. When whole sectors of the population are 

excluded from the civil society, then the social standards will regulate, and sanction with their 

codes, a society divided between civil participants and uncivil dispossessed.  If the social 

arrangement does not evolve towards more inclusion and fairer distribution, the dispossessed will 

have an interest in upsetting the social order and social coordination based on their own exclusion. 

Historically class conflicts and struggles for an extension of rights and justice, while changing the 

distribution of power and opportunities in society, have also induced a change in social standards, 

sooner or later stabilizing a new network of social expectations and conventions.  

 

b) So far I have illustrated the “dark side”, the exclusive effect of social standards and civility,  

from within, from inside the same society; let's consider now the exclusive effect of social standards 

and civility from outside, towards newcomers. In this case, the issue is raised by the arrival in 

community C, regulated by given social standards and correlative civil dispositions, of people 

belonging to other communities, bringing along their customs and traditions, and their conception 

of being civil. The impact of newcomers in a society with an established network of conventions 

and corresponding expectations, and with an embedded idea of civility is that of upsetting the 

orderly daily routine and social interchanges among strangers in face-to-face encounters. Two 

features of this phenomenon must be stressed: I) foreigners ' appearance of “incivility” in the eye of  

citizens of the hosting society as a rule means that their disposition to social interactions is 

patterned after different standards which are, by definition, conventional; II) the perception of 

having one's daily routine and orderly social interactions upset is not distributed evenly in the 

receiving community for newcomers tend to cluster in cities, and within cities in certain, poor, 

neighborhoods where their presence become not just visible but prevalent, with all the correlate 

problems of security and uneasiness and strangeness. In these areas the stable network of 

expectations is thus more openly and visibly threatened and with it the corresponding attitude of 

civility. The feeling of being uprooted and estranged in your own home and neighborhood is thus 

real and not simply a matter of prejudice and ignorance. The orderly social coordination is upset 

and, as I have remarked, the existence of social conventions are a requisite for coordination and 

cooperation, a requisite which cannot be substituted by good will:  daily smooth social interactions 

call for stable expectations and conventional guideline for actions. In order for a diverse but 

inclusive city to be created, a new equilibrium of social conventions needs to be produced, which 

will bring along the appropriate civility and a new form of social coordination. And it is crucial to 

acknowledge the issue first, for it may help, albeit indirectly, for its solution.  
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5. Considerations for Responses 

 

How can we react to the upsetting of social standards created by the merging of diverse traditions? 

a) I think it important to acknowledge the problem: the daily conflicts and petty crime in 

neighborhoods at high percentage of immigrant population are not just a matter of prejudice, bias or 

ignorance. Consequently, the solution cannot just be found in multicultural education and good will. 

b) Conventional rules cannot be created by fiat; by definition, they emerge out of an evolutionary 

process of trials and errors producing a conventional equilibrium unintentionally. Hence it seems 

that a proper solution for this issue requires time for new habits to be formed, more than political 

decisions and social virtues.  

c) However this process can be indirectly helped in several ways: for instance, all private and public 

initiatives involving neighborhood's inhabitants in any common enterprise help to build trust and to 

familiarize with different customs and ways of life. And if neighbors learn to trust each other, cease 

to feel threatened by different customs, for the latter will soon lose their unfamiliar and threatening 

appearance and will become part of a new familiar daily life.  

d) Focusing on the issue of social standards and social coordination can deflate the issue of 

incompatibility of alien practices and values with the liberal-democratic ethos. In this respect, we 

should reverse a most common path to multicultural conflicts and clashes. Usually the conflict 

produced by the upsetting of daily orderly social exchanges is inflated by being considered an 

instance of the cultural clash among incompatible values. In this way, the insecurity engendered by 

the threat to habitual social coordination is expanded to the general insecurity about the persistence 

of our liberal order as such. Think of the fear of the Islamization of Europe, by allowing mosques 

and minarets to be built and disrupting a familiar landscape of churches and bell towers, and think 

of the result of the Swiss referendum on minarets: typically minarets were voted against in small 

villages and remote valleys where no Muslim has so far set foot, while in the cities where the 

Muslim population is visible and present, people by and large supported the minarets. Similarly the 

issue of dressing code had become an instance of the clash of civilizations: the strangeness of 

headscarves worn at school is thus equated to an attack to secular values and to gender equality..  

Not to mention the present campaign of Marine Le Pen in France in favor of mandating pork in all 

cafeterias' menus of schools and offices.   

 I do not want to deny that cultural coexistence brings along problems of value 

incompatibility, but a) often the multicultural conflicts do not involved the alleged clash of value, 

such as in the previous examples, but simply the difficulty to revise habits and familiar conventions; 
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b) usually such inflated representation of multicultural conflict is politically instrumental for it 

provides a more presentable public articulation of the dislike that is the first reaction to unfamiliar 

customs; c) finally, representing the multicultural conflicts as an issue of principle incompatibility, 

on the one hand, obscures the problem of more inclusive social standards for a multicultural social 

coordination, and, on the other, makes it harder to face the issue of compatibility given the 

consequent climate of reciprocal mistrust and disrespect. 

 

6. Normative Proposals: Institutional Level 

 

That said, it is true that social standards cannot be rearranged by fiat, and that only indirect 

strategies can help the establishment of a more inclusive social coordination. This consideration 

seems to leave normative theory at loss: social standards are necessary, and their upsetting causes a 

real social problem; yet they are exclusive to the majority, hence a burden for newcomers, and yet 

they cannot just be reshaped by a political decision. It is thus unclear what justice requires from the 

host society and institutions in this respect. My suggestion is the following: the normative 

commitment should be targeted at the indirect strategies for resetting social standards; and indirect 

strategies imply a number of political actions and of social virtues.  

 Basically if the problem is caused by unfamiliar and strange customs upsetting traditional 

conventions, the first objective is to transform what is strange into something familiar. That is 

spontaneously produced in the due course of time, but spontaneity in this case comes with the high 

social cost of letting time pass; instead I hold that a steady policy of public toleration making 

cultural differences visible in the public is crucial. Such policy is first of all required by justice, by 

what democratic institutions and democratic citizens owe to newcomers, and I have elsewhere 

widely analyzed toleration as recognition as part of liberal justice.  But besides, this policy has a 

crucial secondary effect which is that of legitimizing the presence of differences in the public space, 

and, by making them more visible on a daily basis, it indirectly makes them also more familiar and 

less threatening. Think of the headscarf case: when it first erupted and reached the international 

media it was 1989. In Italy, immigration was then very recently, and, moreover, mostly male; the 

report of the French case stirred a nerve in the Italian society at the time; and the reactions, though 

mostly theoretical in media, displayed a generally shared strong suspicion against headscarves, 

crossing the left-right spectrum. The idea of having schools “infiltrated” with Islamic symbols and 

with a strange garment made people uneasy; and this uneasiness was articulated in arguments that 

mirrored the French controversy: mainly, the threat to the laicité and the worry about women's 

submission. Now, twenty five years later, the public presence of headscarves has become a 
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commonplace, and the original protest fell through not so much because the arguments in favor of 

toleration were more convincing, though I hold that they were, but simply because the uneasiness 

was dispelled with the daily intercourse with Muslim girls. If the institutional response to this and 

similar issues is one of intolerance, as implied in the Stasi regulation in France, such intransigent 

position will contribute to keep the controversy on, and intercultural relations will consequently 

worsen instead of being smoothed away. The policy of toleration as recognition is not the only 

institutional response to the issue of social standards: all policies easing integration and improving 

the living conditions of migrants and the renovation of degraded neighborhood share the side effect 

of making differences less threatening and less unfamiliar, at least if such policies are pursued by 

means of an appropriate democratic process of involving participants. 

 

7. Normative proposals: Social Interaction level 

 

So far for the institutional response. What about social relations? We have seen that the working of 

social standards for producing coordination and cooperation is helped by the virtue of civility which 

is the dispositions to follow social standards out of regard for others' expectations. Civility, in other 

words, is a virtue if the rule following behavior is accompanied by the intention of showing respect 

and regard for others' expectations; though linked with society's standards and conventions, civility 

leaves also room for a critical stance compared with mere conformity to social standards. The civil 

person is aware that good manners, etiquette, and the various codes of social presentation have no 

intrinsic merit, but instead that they indirectly and crucially contribute to a respectful, considerate 

and tolerant society. In order to signal one's good intentions to people one barely knows, it is 

important that the patterns of social conduct are correctly understood, and this requires the 

understanding of the web of social standards. What happens then to the good intentioned and civil 

citizen when she meets with people coming from different communities who do not coordinate with 

the hosting society's social conventions? This is a case where the civil citizen should exercise the 

critical stance of civility towards the underlying social standards. Being aware of their conventional, 

hence ultimately arbitrary nature, the civil citizen should detach the moral and social role of social 

conventions from their content, and acknowledge that the strangeness of different patterns of 

conduct depends on different social standards, not on disrespect, bad will or aggressiveness. Such 

moral reflection on the part of the civil citizen comes down to exerting more tolerance in the 

interactions with newcomers than with co-citizens, and to an effort to signal one's good will towards 

foreign practices and unusual conduct. In such effort the civil person will have an opportunity to 

distinguish herself from the mere conformist so as to allow civility to shine as a proper moral virtue, 
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while in normal circumstances, setting apart civility from conformism may prove hard to do. 

 If the civil citizen of the hosting society should exercise civility displaying more tolerance 

and considerateness than in normal circumstances, what can be expected and even required from 

people coming from different cultures? Behaving civilly on their parts may mean following foreign 

conventions and standards, which is precisely the source of issue for social coordination. I think that 

what can reasonably be expected from migrants and people from different cultures is to reciprocate 

the civil attitude they meet, that is to respond to openness and tolerance of majority's representatives 

with similar attitude. This implies, however, that it is up the hosts, so to speak, to make the first 

gesture; and that because a) the hosts have the control of social standards that the migrants simply 

lacks; b) it is the migrants that must undergo the most demanding adaptation process; and in order 

to smooth their adaptation as much as possible, citizens of the hosting society should make an effort 

on their part to meet half way.  

 In an interesting essay on civility and multicultural ethos, Sune Lægaard (2011) traces a 

line between multicultural issues caused by doctrinal clash and those caused by differences in social 

standards that he defines as “non-institutional social ethos”. He holds that the latter comprise a good 

portion of multicultural frictions, but also that, after that their nature has been acknowledged, their 

solution is much easier. He believes that while on doctrinal differences disputes, discussions and, 

hopefully, legal and institutional accommodations are in order, when at stake there are just 

conventions, it is only fair to ask newcomers to adapt, for no demands on their values and principles 

is asked, hence no significantly moral sacrifice is implied. Civility, which he considers a normative 

attitude independent from underlying social standards, implies a display of good will for respectful 

social interactions, and, civility demands migrants to follow the conventional rules of the hosting 

society, for it is no big deal and does not involve any doctrinal issue.  

 I agree with Lægaard that setting apart doctrinal from conventional frictions can help 

building a less divisive view of diversity, especially with reference to the alleged incompatibility 

issues. But this acknowledgment does not make the coordination of a multicultural and diverse 

society any easier. The first reason why is that the boundary between conventional regulations and 

doctrinal aspects is very blurred, considering that usually the former are articulated in terms of the 

latter. The headscarves are likely more a cultural than a properly religious requirement; yet they are 

so viewed both by Muslims and by citizens of the hosting society; and similar considerations apply 

to dietary restrictions, festivity celebrations and so on and so forth. The conventional dimension of 

all such practices is misrecognized while their doctrinal interpretation is firstly highlighted and, 

then, shown as ultimately incompatible. The second reason is that if the inflated doctrinal 

interpretation could be reduced and the conventional dimensions of tradition consequently 
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understood, there is the secondary risk to demand conformity to our conventions, just because they 

are conventional, and out of the duty of civility, as Lægaard proposes, thus mistaking the role of 

traditions in the shared life of people.  Lægaard actually considers that if doctrinal problems are set 

aside, the adaptation to our standards of civility is not a big deal for migrants, and should be 

required. I would reverse the demand implied by such argument: if at stake there are conventions 

rather than principles and values, then, there are good reasons why citizens of the hosting society, 

enjoying a clear status as citizens, should make the first effort, and then the adaptation of migrants 

can be required out of reciprocity. Also in this effort at reciprocity, attention should be paid to those 

customs and practices whose conventional nature is mixed up with habits more or less loosely 

attached to religious practices. Display of considerateness and respect of other people and of their 

expectations, rather than of their differences directly, will help the familiarity process and 

ultimately serve the establishment of the social standards appropriate to a multicultural polis. 

 


